For detailed information: allesgurgelt.at

Go to allesgurgelt.at and click on “take your test now”. Log in, follow the instructions in the WebApp and take your test.

Confirm your identity for the test by holding your passport, ID card or e-card towards the camera.

Now perform the test. You can gargle or rinse your mouth with the saline solution.

If you agree to a video recording of the test procedure, a medical lab report will be issued for you for going to a hair salon or other shops/service providers, if your test is negative. If you skip this step, you will receive a test result, but no officially valid medical report.

Now just hand in the test at any REWE outlet in Vienna (BILLA, BILLA Plus, BIPA and Penny as well as all petrol station shops of BP-Merkur Inside, JET-BILLA Stop & Shop, SHELL-BILLA Unterwegs).

If you hand in your sample before 9 a.m., you will receive your test result via email within a period of 24 hours.

You are vaccinated? Please still get tested regularly to protect yourself and others!
You are not vaccinated? Get more information on impfservice.wien and get vaccinated to protect yourself and others!